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WWCL (Worksite Wellness Council of Louisville) 
March 2021 Virtual Monthly Conversation - Welcomes

RxProtect
Thursday, March 18, 2021 from 8:30 am to 9:30 am

This month we welcome Nate Hughes, CEO of
RxProtect. They can provide significant savings to
self-insured companies by focusing on 1-2% of an
employee population prescribed certain high-cost

brand name only medications. Our program reduces Rx
cost by 35-40% and can sometimes eliminate the cost

entirely which can mean huge savings.
Contact to attend:  ahunter@wellnowconsultants.com



COVID Vaccines and
Wellness Programs: How to
Bring Them Together Safely
 
                                   
 

By Wendy King
Director of Health and Performance
Hub International

In the ongoing battle to bring the coronavirus pandemic under control, it’s clear that employers in the private sector have an
important role to play.

Given the mixed messages and misperceptions that have surrounded COVID and now the COVID vaccines, employers have the
authority, credibility and, ideally, the trust, to create effective COVID vaccination programs. Aligning them with their health and
wellness strategies makes a lot of sense. But it’s a strategy that’s not without potential pitfalls, so they need to step carefully.
The coronavirus pandemic has presented the United States with a host of challenges, starting with convincing a polarized population
that COVID-19 is deadly real and requires consistent observation of safety measures. Today, as we near 500,000 COVID deaths,
vaccinations are being distributed, and a 70% vaccination rate will help us reach herd immunity. But obstacles remain due to various
hesitations among many.

Employer action can help. COVID vaccination initiatives incorporated within wellness programs are mission appropriate. Vaccinations
augment 2020’s COVID safety efforts; combined, they support the goal of keeping employees healthy and on the job. Plus, there’s
precedent as many organizations have conducted flu vaccinations through their wellness programs for years.
The complications, however, involve not just the need to market the initiative to the workforce with facts-based, credible information.
It’s that there’s not a lot of guidance from regulators on what’s allowed and what’s not, whether the vaccinations are tied to the
wellness program or just are a stand-alone HR campaign.

Here are considerations to help organizations move forward effectively. Start with structural issues, like mandates and incentives:

If it seems like an oxymoron to mandate participation in any initiative that is tied to a voluntary health and wellness program, that is a
concern – especially since little guidance is available from regulatory bodies like the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and U.S. Department of Labor (DOL).

Employment law holds employer-mandated vaccinations permissible, for COVID or the everyday flu. Doing so, however, may pose a
disconnect with an organization’s culture. Moreover, mandated or voluntary, employers must be mindful of triggering violations of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. If employees have cause for declining the COVID vaccination,
it requires careful questioning of whether and underlying health condition (ADA) or a religious prohibition (Title VII) is behind it.
Accommodations may be necessary.

Incentives can pose greater complexity, since there is no published EEOC guidance on incentive limits tied to wellness programs.
Lack of specific guidance from regulators has led 40 business groups to press the EEOC to issue an opinion. It might treat the COVID
vaccination as it does the flu, allowing the program to be incorporated into a more formal incentive program that rewards voluntary
completion of various wellness activities.

In the interim, outside counsel should be consulted, and a less risky approach to incentivize workers should be considered. For
example, collective incentives may be better than individual ones, like department contests to reach 100% vaccination. Individuals
who have opted out would be excluded from the headcount.
Read more of Sourced Content at:
https://www.corporatewellnessmagazine.com/article/covid-vaccines-and-wellness-programs-how-to-bring-them-together-safely



WellNOW Wellness Zone

As a Certified Hypnotherapist, I was inspired to use this
unique and successful tool in my Corporate Wellness
business to introduce an alternative to smoking cessation,
weight loss, overcoming anxiety and fear, as well as career
motivation and success habits.  

I pose a question to the Human Resources community of
how well they think this modality would be accepted in
todays workplace?  Would you offer it as a perk to
employees who would like to try it?  

If you would like more information, contact me at
502-416-2665 or:  ahunter@wellnowconsultants.com

Visit us at:  https://wellnowconsultants.com

As I was just dropping off to sleep, I receved a call from my sister.  It was not usual for her to call from New York so late, so I knew
something must be wrong.  She said her arm was numb and she was losing feeling on the right side of her body.  I immediately
had her unlock her apartment door and try to wake the neighbors, but she could not operate or comprehend my words at that
point.  The phone went dead and I went into action. I called 911 from my home in Louisville to have them patch me through to
New York City's 911.  I quickly provided the information they needed to dispatch an ambulance to her apartment.  

At 47 years of age on November 7, 2017, my younger sister suffered a severe and dibilitating stroke.  Quick action in getting her to
the Lenox HIll hospital near her apartment was the one thing that saved her and allowed her better chances of recovery.  This
month is Traumatic Brain Injury Month and I wanted to share my sisters story that has impacted her life and my families greatly. 
Traumatic Brain injuries occur from a hard hit to the head from playing sports like football, to brain bleeds and clots producing
strokes.  As in my sisters case, immediate medical care is paramount in saving lives.  She was paralyzed on the right side from a
rather large left side brain bleed caused by a blood clot burst.  She could not say anything except, "I'm so excited" in response to
anything you asked her. We also found during her first speech therapy she could sing every word to the song, "Come on Eileen." 
Apparently, the part of her brain affected did not impair music.  We received quite an education on the brain during this ordeal. 
Partly why I do what I do to mitigate stress in the workplace.  Many factors contribute to strokes, but stress is a major one.  
If you encounter anyone who exhibits confusion, right or left facial drooping, or other symptoms, get them help fast!  Today, my
sister lives with me and my sons and mother, she walks and talks and has rehabilitated well, but still suffers from some disability.

Stroke Can Happen to Anyone
THE ONSET OF STROKE SYMPTOMS IS
SUDDEN, WITH NO WARNING. AS SOON AS
SOMETHING SEEMS OFF WITH A LOVED ONE
YOU SHOULD TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION AND
CALL 911.


